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POSSIBLE RECOVERY OF COAL FROM
WASTE AT ILLINOIS MINES
I. INTRODUCTION
1. General Situation.-The preparation of coal as practiced at all
major mines in Illinois results in the production of a large amount of
waste material which contains much coal, pyrite, and possibly other
materials of potential economic value.
In most of the mining districts of the state there has been a
steady increase during recent years in the relative amount of waste
material produced. This has been due to two factors: the substitu-
tion of mechanical loading for hand loading at underground mines,
and an increase in stripping activities. In each case the coal arriving
at the preparation plant carries more impurities than that from hand-
loading operations.
A typical example* is that of a large shaft mine in southwestern
Illinois which loaded its entire output by hand. The 6-in. lump,
6 X 3-in., 3 X 2-in. and 2 X 1¼-in. sizes, were hand picked, with
most of the pickings coming from the two largest sizes. These pick-
ings averaged 21 2 per cent of the mine production, and contained ap-
proximately 30 per cent of combustible material. When loading was
completely mechanized the amount of pickings increased to 5.5 per
cent of the mine output, and they carried nearly 70 per cent of com-
bustible material. This resulted in a great increase in the amount of
combustible matter appearing in the original pickings, and necessi-
tated repicking the first reject to salvage as much of this combustible
material as possible for boiler fuel. This practice has been quite
widely adopted throughout the state in conjunction with mechanical
loading. However, at some mines, pickings, regardless of their com-
bustible content, are sent to the refuse dump without any attempt
being made to recover valuable coal or other material. Even where
such attempts are made the final reject contains much visible com-
bustible matter.
Since in recent years consumer specifications have become more
exacting and competition from within and without the coal industry
has become increasingly keen, more and more material is removed
from the coal as mined to permit the production of the highest pos-
sible grade of coal. This in turn causes an increase in the produc-
tion of waste, a condition which is leading many producers to con-
*"Preparation Facilities Doubled," Alphonse Brosky, Coal Age, vol. 36, No. 1, pp. 5, 6,
Jan. 1931.
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sider means of recovering valuable constituents from the refuse
material.
In Europe much progress has been made toward the utilization
of all of the combustible matter in the coal mined,* a problem which
is receiving increasing attention in America. Some new uses for fine
anthracite and anthracite slate have recently been described by
Jones and Bullert while a number of the newly erected mine power
plants in the east are utilizing picking-table refuse and other low-
grade combustible material which were wasted under purchased-
power operation. An example: of this is a West Virginia mine power
plant in which laminated coal, which is high in ash, bone pickings,
and minus-20-mesh dust from dedusting screens, are to be used for
boiler fuel.
2. Nature of Investigation.-Due to the desirability of eliminating
waste and the fact that within the past few years many inquiries
have come from acid manufacturers concerning the possibility of pro-
curing pyrite suitable for the manufacture of sulphuric acid from coal-
mine wastes, an investigation was undertaken to determine the nature
of such wastes, and the feasibility of recovering from them coal,
pyrite, or other valuable constituents.
During the investigation the rejection of impurities was ob-
served in every major producing district of the state, samples of the
hand-picked refuse from the picking tables were taken at several
mines, and the refuse from a mechanical cleaning plant was sampled
in one instance.
The samples were tested by float-and-sink methods in the labo-
ratory of the Department of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering
to determine the recoverability of coal on one hand and of pyrite
on the other. As some phases of testing and analyzing the test
products are still in progress, this report is confined to the possible
recovery of coal from materials such as those sampled.
3. Acknowledgment.-This work was done as a part of the regular
work of the Engineering Experiment Station of which Dean M. L.
ENGER is Director and of the Department of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineering of which Professor A. C. CALLEN is the Head.
*See, for example "Utilization of Slurry" by the Utilization-of-Coal Commission, Memo.
No. 14, Trans. Institution of Mining Engineers.
t"New Uses for Anthracite Coal and Slate," Jones and Buller, Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry, vol. 27, No. 8, pp. 953-4, Aug. 27, 1935.
:"Omar Power Plant Expected to Return Investment Cost in Four to Five Years," J. H.
Edwards, Coal Age, vol. 40, No. 9, pp. 365-7, Sept. 1935.
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II. TEST PROCEDURE
4. Sampling.-A stream of coal-mine refuse presents a difficult
problem in sampling whether it issues from a mechanical cleaning
device or from manual picking tables. Such a stream is highly hetero-
geneous, both as to the size and the composition of its particles, which
may range from large pieces of impurity to minute particles of coal,
with all intermediate gradations of size and composition.
Such heterogeneity in itself requires that a comparatively large
sample be accumulated preferably by small increments taken at
frequent intervals over a considerable length of time. Furthermore,
since the size of the sample should be proportioned to the size of the
pieces, it is necessary to take very large samples of the pickings from
the larger sizes of coal. When feasible, a ton or more of lump pickings
was accumulated over a day's run, while a hundred pounds of the
refuse from the mechanical cleaning plant sufficed, as it was treating
screenings. Samples of intermediate sizes were taken of pickings from
egg or nut coal.
The typical tipple arrangement is for the pickings from the lump,
egg, and nut coals to go onto individual conveyors, each of which
discharges onto a cross conveyor which carries the total reject to a
dump receptacle. In the few cases where it was feasible to do so the
sampling was done by periodically cutting the stream which dis-
charged from the cross conveyor. In other cases, an attempt was made
to clean out one flight with a shovel without stopping the conveyor,
but it was seldom possible to clean the flights thoroughly, i.e., to take
all the stream, under such circumstances. However, one tipple afforded
good sampling facilities in that it permitted the refuse conveyor to be
stopped at will, so that all of the refuse on a given flight could be
removed as an increment of the sample.
In all cases the choice of increment was made mechanically, a
common scheme being to establish a time interval, say two minutes,
so that each two minutes on signal from a helper the sampler would
count off ten flights on the moving conveyor and remove from the
tenth flight all the material that he could with a shovel. As the tenth
flight was ordinarily not in sight at the start of the count, this prac-
tically eliminated personal bias in the choice of material.
At a few tipples the total stream of reject was inaccessible, ne-
cessitating the sampling of the refuse from each individual size of
coal. While this had the advantage of enabling a comparison to be
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made of the nature of the pickings from different sizes, it had the
disadvantage of making it difficult to estimate the character of the
total reject.
The reject from the washery was sampled by grabbing a small
scoopful from each dump-car load throughout most of a day's run.
Inasmuch as all plants were operating seven hours per day and
some time was required to organize the work in each case, the sampling
period usually lasted from five to six hours.
All samples were sacked and shipped at the close of the day's work
to the laboratory at Urbana where they were stored until they could
be reduced and tested.
5. Sample Reduction.-Presumably all coal in the samples of
refuse was in adherence with impurities, otherwise it would not have
been included in the pickings and thus found its way into the sample.
Hence to isolate the coal it was necessary to crush all of the sample
material with a view to separating the coal from the shale, pyrite,
and other impurities. A gyratory crusher, set to deliver about minus
1%-inch material, was used for this purpose. While it is not custo-
mary to crush coal-mine products in a crusher of this type, the
presence of large nodules of pyrite in some samples made it seem in-
advisable to use lighter-duty coal rolls. Hence all samples were
passed through the gyratory crusher, giving uniformity in crushing.
The first sample tested, from Mine 1, was reduced according to a
rather extended flow sheet as shown in Fig. 1. This was done to
gauge the degree of refinement which would be required to bring out
the essential characteristics of the samples, consistent with economy
in testing.
The results of these tests showed that a considerable reduction
in the number of sizes could be effected without obscuring the es-
sential nature of the products, and that two specific gravities (1.60
and 1.40) could be made to serve, although an additional sample
(Mine 9) was tested at the third specific gravity (1.30).
The basic flow sheet adopted for the remainder of the work is
shown in Fig. 2. Instead of the seven sizes into which the sample
from Mine 1 was screened, only four sizes were used for most of the
remaining samples. These sizes were 1% X %-in., % X %6 -in.,
%6 -in. X 65-mesh, and minus 65-mesh. Early tests on plus 1%-in.
material indicated that it did not develop in sufficient amount to war-
rant separate treatment, so in most cases it was combined with the
plus %-in. size, which is termed 1% X %-in. material throughout
this report.
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FIG. 1. FLOw SHEET FOR SAMPLE FROM MINE 1
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FIG. 2. FLow SHEET FOR GENERAL TREATMENT OF SAMPLES
All screens used were round-hole screens with the exception of the
48-mesh (Fig. 1) and 65-mesh (Fig. 2) screens. With the first few
samples tested, all round-hole screening was done by hand, but later
a %6 -in. round-hole screen was installed in a laboratory-size vibrating
screen which was used for separating the two finer sizes, 1 6 -in. X 65-
mesh, and minus 65-mesh.
As is well known, the amount of sample material* to be tested in
each size is vital to work of this kind since interests of accuracy and
economy are in conflict, large samples being desirable from the stand-
point of accuracy, but small ones from the standpoint of economy.
Since all of this material was much more heterogeneous in composition
*For general discussion see "Variables in Coal Sampling," J. B. Morrow and C. P. Proctor,
Tech. Pub. No. 045, A.I.M.E. (1935).
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than samples of coal ordinarily are, it was first felt that the A.S.T.M.
standards* as to minimum weights of coal samples should be ex-
ceeded. To meet this requirement as nearly as possible, all of the
crushed sample was screened, and no sized product was reduced in
volume unless it exceeded the A.S.T.M. size-weight requirement for
coal. In general this meant that in every case all of the 1% X %-in.
material, and in several cases all of the % X %3 •-in. material, was
tested.
However, inasmuch as the accuracy of sampling is closely related
to the number of pieces of material in the sample, and this number
was multiplied by crushing, it was felt that at least one riffling with
rejection of half the products would be permissible after crushing.
As a further means of expediting the float-and-sink testing, the
% X %6 -in. material which developed in screening one-half of the
crushed head sample was riffled once, and half of it was rejected
(Fig. 2). The % 6 -in. X 65-mesh material was reduced to between
two and four pounds, and the minus 65-mesh dust to less than one
pound. The latter product was not float-and-sink tested, but was
subjected to analysis only. Table 1 shows the original weight of each
sample, the amounts tested in each of.the larger sizes, and any devi-
ation from the flow sheet of Fig. 2 in the treatment of the sized
products.
6. Float-and-Sink Testing.-The large-scale zinc-chloride equip-
ment used by Callen and Mitchellt was used for the float-and-sink
testing of all sized products larger than % 6-inch. The finer material,
except the minus 48-mesh or 65-mesh dust, was tested in organic
solutions$ at the same specific gravities as were used in the aqueous
solutions of zinc chloride for the larger sizes.
Since most of the incombustible part of the refuse samples was
shale which disintegrates in water, it was necessary to minimize the
contact of this material with the aqueous solutions of zinc chloride.
For this reason, and because the heavy sink material constituted the
bulk of each refuse sample, the usual procedure of testing in the
lightest liquid first was reversed and the samples were tested in the
heaviest solution first.
It is commonly accepted that soaking coal in water for several
hours restores it to its native moisture condition and to its original
specific gravity. For this reason it is held that it is necessary to soak
*American Society for Testing Materials, Standard D21-16, "Sampling Coal."
tCallen, Alfred C., and Mitchell, David R., "Washability Tests of Illinois Coals," Univ.
of Ill. Engineering Experiment Station, Bul. 217, p. 32 (1930).
tIbid., p. 28.
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TABLE 1
SAMPLES AND TESTED FRACTIONS
Mine
Ib
2
3
4
5
6
7
8S
9
10
11
12
Wi
Refuse Samples
Size
in.
+11%
+6
6 X 1Y%
+6
6 X3
6 X 1%
3 X 1¼
+3
3 X 1%
dust
+1 ~
+14
+1l
+3
+lWb
+11W
+1%
dust
+1¾%
+1¼
-1%
Weight of
Sample
lb.
2600
2000
1045
1225
680
500
290
2220
1060
202
975
1785
2140
1950
1240
1150
840
74
2110
1100
106
Number of
Sizes
Tested
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
4
4
3
4
3
3
2
3 .
3
3
Specific
Gravities*
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
Fractions Testedt
+11i-in.
lb.
101K
114g
1i x
%4-in.
lb.
624
484
262
288
160
126
73
575
292
509*
719*
953*
492
487*
214
484
465
350
42
% X
9i-in.
lb.
5700
203
100
116
73
45
53
223
193
58d
343f
338
385
196
445f
132
203
34d
174
100
35
*Sized fractions were float-and-sink tested at 1.60 and 1.40 specific gravities in all cases, and at
the third specific gravity of 1.30 where three gravities were used.
tSizes finer than %s-in. were tested in small lots in organic solutions.
aWhere a +1;6-in. fraction was not tested separately the nominal 1½ X Y4-in. fraction contains
a few per cent of plus 1-in. material.
bThis sample treated according to flowsheet of Fig. 1; other samples according to that of Fig. 2,
except as indicated by footnotes of this table.
*Tested in two sizes; %4 X %-in., 392 lb., and % X 96-in., 178 lb.dl3 X Y6-in. material, but predominantly % X %6.
eFirst riffling omitted; all arushings screened.
'All of %4 X M6-in. material tested.
gCrushings were first screened on 196-in, screen and all plus 1½-in. material was tested separately.
hHand-picked refuse, rejected.
iHand-picked middlings used as boiler fuel.
iWashery refuse.
samples containing coal before they can properly be float-and-sink
tested in aqueous solutions. This was done with the larger sizes from
the Mine 1 sample, and as a result most of its shale disintegrated into
a fine sludge. This sludge was removed from each sized product by
screening and washing, then the desludged sample was float-and-sink
tested (Fig. 1). The sludge was dried, weighed, and sampled. It
was regarded as being a component of the 1.60-sink fraction of the
size from which it was derived.
Such sludging is laborious and adds to the number of products
to be handled. It was avoided in the treatment of the remaining
samples by testing the dry, unsoaked material in the heavier solution,
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removing the float-and-sink fractions separately, and then washing
and drying the sink as quickly as possible to minimize the disinte-
gration of the shale.
The 1.60-float from the second sample tested (Mine 9) was washed
and soaked overnight in water, then retested at 1.60 specific gravity.
Only a fraction of a per cent of new 1.60-sink developed, which in-
dicated that soaking did not appreciably affect the specific gravity
of this material. A similar comparison between unsoaked and soaked
1.40-float, retested at 1.40 specific gravity, indicated that soaking
increased the 1.40 sink less than one per cent. Since soaking in-
creased both the work and the consumption of zinc chloride, without
significantly affecting the results, the remaining samples were not
soaked, except for occasional check tests, which always yielded a
negligible amount of additional material after soaking.
In testing, from 15 to 20 pounds of the sized sample material was
tested at a time. It was slowly added to the solution with stirring
to insure against entrapment. After skimming off the float material
the wire-mesh basket was jigged by hand two or three times to assure
the release of all float particles. During the course of the work, many
retests were made, both of float and of sink products, to detect en-
trapment. It was found to be negligible in all cases.
The 1.60-sink was drained of zinc chloride solution, washed and
put to dry on large steam pans as quickly as possible to minimize
degradation. Nevertheless some degradation occurred, as indicated
by fouling of the heavy solution, and by the sludgy character of the
wash water which issued from the 1.60-sink material. This water was
run into a tub to settle out as much of the sludge as possible during
washing, the settlings being added to the sink on the drying pan.
Constant check was kept on the specific gravities of the solutions,
as they were subject to fairly rapid change. The heavy solution tended
to lose specific gravity, particularly when soaked samples were tested
immediately after drainage. The lighter solutions tended to gain in
specific gravity, due to the addition of the heavier solution which
wet the surface of the heavy float when this float was transferred to
the lighter solution. Specific gravities of all solutions were determined
by hydrometer readings. Fouled zinc-chloride* solutions were clari-
fied by gravity drainage through cotton bags.
*A note on the consumption of zinc chloride may be of interest to other workers.
The minimum possible consumption of zinc chloride is the amount of that salt in the film
of solution which is washed from the tested products. Actual consumption is higher.
Measurements showed that 11.5 pounds of (dry) zinc chloride were consumed in testing
nearly 500 pounds of 11/2 X %-in. material at 1.60, and the float from that test at 1.40 specific
gravity, the rate being 2.3 pounds of zinc chloride per 100 pounds of raw sample. In testing 200
pounds of % X %6-in. material at these gravities 12.4 pounds of zinc chloride was consumed,
the rate being 6.2 pounds per 100 pounds of sample.
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TABLE 2
VARIABILITY OF SMALL LOTS OF 112 X u3-IN. CRUSHED PICKINGS*
Loss
2.7
3.2
3.2
2.3
1.5
0.9
1.8
1.5
1.9
1.3
1.7
1.1
0.0
1.0
0.1
Average.........
Probable error....
Adjusted Percentaget
Lot No.
1 ... . . . ... . .
2 ...........
3 ...... .....
4 ..... ......
5 .... .......
6 ... .. ......
7 ...... .....
8 ...........
9 ...... .....
10 ...........
1 ... .. . ... . .
12 ...........
13 ...........
14 ...........
15 ...........
*Sample from Mine 7.
tOne-tenth of loss to 1.40-float and 1.40-1.60, each; remainder to refuse by arbitrary adjustment
to bring total to 100 per cent.
7. Consistency of Results.-In line with the previous discussion
of size of sample, the 1% X %-in. material from the sample from
Mine 7 was tested in 15 separate lots to check the consistency of the
results of parallel tests on small lots of pickings. The results are
shown in Table 2, the probable error being of the order of 0.3 per cent
of product for the 15 lots represented in the averages. To cut the
sample to one tubful would run the probable error well above one per
cent of product since the probable error varies inversely as the square
root of the number of lots. To reduce the sample one-half, or to eight
lots, (about 400 pounds) would bring the probable error to around
0.5 per cent of product. Inasmuch as a difference between two means
which is less than three times the probable error of the means is of
doubtful significance it is evident that with 400-pound lots of such
material differences less than 1.5 per cent of product could not be re-
garded as being significant. As it is sometimes desirable to draw finer
distinctions the data of Table 2 indicate that 400 pounds of 1% X %-
in. pickings are a desirable minimum.
III. COMPOSITION OF TESTED WASTE
8. Mine 1, Central Illinois.-Pickings were sampled from three
mechanical-loading shaft mines which operate in the No. 6 seam in
Central Illinois.
Percentage
Weight
lb.
59.6
59.2
60.0
59.9
59.8
62.0
62.4
62.9
63.7
64.4
58.0
58.9
60.9
63.6
57.6
1.40
Float
17.6
17.8
18.5
16.4
18.5
20.6
19.2
20.9
20.2
19.1
19.5
21.3
19.3
18.5
21.3
19.2
±0.26
1.40
Float
17.3
17.5
18.2
16.2
18.3
20.5
19.0
20.7
20.0
19.0
19.3
21.2
19.3
18.4
21.3
1.40- 1.60
1.60 Sink
15.6 64.4
15.2 64.1
13.7 64.9
13.7 67.8
14.4 65.8
13.0 65.6
15.2 64.0
14.2 63.6
14.3 63.8
12.8 66.9
13.1 65.9
12.9 64.8
11.5 69.2
12.3 68.3
12.6 66.0
1.40- 1.60
1.60 Sink
15.9 66.5
15.5 66.7
14.0 67.5
13.9 69.7
14.6 66.9
13.1 66.3
15.4 65.8
14.4 63.2
14.5 65.3
12.9 68.0
13.3 67.2
13.0 65.7
11.5 69.2
12.4 69.1
12.6 66.1
13.8 67.0
±0.24 ±0.31
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The sample from Mine 1 represented the combined pickings from
the lump, egg, and nut coals, so it is designated plus 1¼4-in. material.
This sample was reduced and tested according to the flow sheet of
Fig. 1, and the results of the float-and-sink tests are given in Table 3.
The corresponding washability curves* for each of the six test sizes
are shown in Fig. 3. As the specific gravity curves of this figure were
not readily capable of being extrapolated to a point representing 100
per cent float at 2.65 specific gravityt they were arbitrarily extrapo-
lated to 2.00 specific gravity by assuming the 1.60-2.00 specific
gravity material to equal the 1.40-1.60 material in weight. This gave a
seemingly satisfactory figure for the percentage of 2.00-float material,
by which the corrected - 0.10 curve was computed in each case.
The specific-gravity curve is high for each size represented in
Fig. 3. This indicates that the material was high in refuse, as is to be
expected from samples of pickings. However, the specific gravity
curve falls lower from size to size, as the size decreases, which shows
that there was a consistent improvement in the quality of the crushed
pickings, with decreasing size. Nevertheless, Column 2 of Table 3
shows that most of the material is in the coarser sizes, and hence is
of inferior quality. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the percentages
of material less than 1.60 and less than 1.40 specific gravity are plotted
against mean particle size. Both curves fall off rapidly for sizes larger
than % X 16 -inch, whereas the curve which shows the proportion
of the crushed pickings in each size rises sharply for sizes larger than
% X , 6-inch. It is thus evident that relatively much higher re-
coveries of coal could be made from the finer sizes (below %6 -in.)
than from the coarser sizes, so the advisability of crushing the coarser
sizes to minus %6-inch comes into question. In addition to the
added direct cost of crushing, an objection would be that the finer
size of the coal to be recovered would command a lower unit price.
Furthermore, even though the coarser sizes were re-crushed to minus
%16 -inch they could not be expected to yield such percentages of coal
as the minus 3g-in. material which resulted from the first crushing,
because much of the shale and coarse pyrite remain in the coarser
sizes on first crushing so that these sizes have a higher ash content.
This is illustrated by Columns 22 and 23, Table 3, which show the ash
and sulphur content of the sized crushings to decrease rapidly as
the size of the crushings decreases from 1% X •%-inch to % X %6-
inch. The tendency for the impurities to concentrate in the coarser
*For the methods of constructing and interpreting such curves see Callen and Mitchell, op.
cit., pp. 25-31. For a detailed explanation of the +0.10 specific-gravity distribution curves see,
"Interpretation of Float-and-Sink Data" by B. M. Bird, Proceedings Second International
Conference on Bituminous Coal, vol. 2, p. 82 (1928).
tBird, op. cit., p. 15.
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FiG. 4. SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF TEST PRODUCTS, MINE 1
size is also borne out by the elemental* ash distribution curves
(D-curves) of Fig. 3, which show that, for a given relative coal re-
covery, the cut is made at a much lower ash content for the finer
sizes than for the coarser sizes. A curve illustrating this has been
plotted in Fig. 4 to show the relation of elemental ash to size, for a
coal recovery of 30 per cent. This curve emphasizes the inferior
quality of the largest test size (1% X %-in.) of these pickings inas-
much as its elemental ash at the cut-off for 30 per cent recovery was
25.5 per cent, whereas the finest size tested (20 X 48-mesh) gave an
elemental ash content of only 8.2 per cent at a coal recovery of 30
per cent.
From these considerations it appears that it would not pay to crush
the coarser sizes before washing, but Columns 10 and 11 of Table 3
indicate that it might pay to crush and re-wash the middlings
(1.40-1.60 specific gravity) from the coarser sizes. Inasmuch as these
middlings carry less than 25 per cent ash they should yield a con-
siderable percentage of coal on re-treatment.
The -+- 0.10 specific-gravity distribution curves of Fig. 3 indicate
the comparative ease of washing the different sizes of the sample from
*For derivation and interpretation see Callen and Mitchell, op. cit., p. 27.
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* Mine 1. If washing can be said to be easy* with not more than 10 per
cent of the sized material within the -± 0.10 range of specific gravity,
but very difficult with 20 per cent or more of the material within this
range the following schedule can be set up:
Mine 1
Size
1Y2 X % -in....................... . . .
3  X % -in........................ . ..
% X Y1-in....................... .
Y 6-in. X 10-mesh.................. . . .
10 X 20-mesh ..................... .
20 X 48-mesh ..................... .
Washing Easy at
1.55 or higher
1.57 or higher
1.55 or higher
1.54 or higher
1.58 or higher
1.51 or higher
Washing Difficult at
1.49 or lower
1.48 or lower
1.47 or lower
1.45 or lower
1.47 or lower
1.43 or lower
From this it appears that a specific gravity close to 1.55 is indi-
cated as the apparent washing gravity for most sizes of this sample.
The yields represented by the washability curves at this specific
gravity are as follows:
Percentage Re-
Size coverable as Coal
1 1V X 4-in................... 31
V X % -in.................... 45
% X /16-in ................... 49
%16-in. X 10-mesh.............. 51
10 X 20-mesh................ 53
20 X 48-mesh................ 53
Analysis of Coal (Moisture-free)
Ash, per cent Sulphur, per cent
11.7 4.6
8.7 4.2
If it were arbitrarily decided to produce a coal not to exceed ten
per cent in ash the following schedule could be adopted:
Size
11V X -in ...............
M X % -in............. . . .
% X 6is-in............. . . .
16-in. X 10-mesh..........
10 X 20-mesh ............
10 X 48-mesh ............
Sp.Gr.
1.40
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
Percentage
Recoverable
as Coal
25
45
51
53
54
54
Analysis of Coal
(Moisture-free)
Ash, Sulphur,
per cent per cent
9.5 4.2
9.5 4.2
10.0 4.3
7.5 3.9
10.0 4.1
10.0 4.2
Due to the difficulty of washing the 1% X %-in. material at
1.40, sufficient impure material of higher specific gravity might be
expected in the recovered product to bring its ash content to 10 per
cent, or slightly more. The 1.40-sink from the 1% X %-in. material
could be rewashed at 1.60 specific gravity to yield a middling product
*Gandrud, B. W., Richardson, A. C., and Payne, W .A., "Washability Studies of the Blue
Creek Bed at Connellsville Mine, Connellsville, Ala.," U. S. Bureau of Mines, Reports of Investi-
gations No. 3200, p. 2 (1933).
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TABLE 4
COMPOSITION OF CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 1
Size 1 X Y X se-in. X 48-h Ttl DustSize %-in. %6-in. 48me -48-meh Total Free
Designation. .............. nut stoker fine dust
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent.. 45.1 41.2 10.8 2.9 100.0
Composition, per cent
1.40-float.............. 25.6 39.2 44.6 (*) 31.4
1.40-1.60 .............. 6.4 8.8 8.9 (<) 7.1
1.60-sink .............. 68.0 52.0 46.5 W() 61.5
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day)'............... 135 124 32 9 300b
Washing gravity ......... 1.40 1.60 1.60
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)*............... 31 43 13 (b) 87
Size distribution, per cent.. 36 49 15 ... 100
Ash, per cent*. . . . . . . . . . . 9.5 9.7 8.6 ... .... 9.5
Sulphur, per cent* . . . . . . . .  4.2 4.3 4.0 ... .... 4.2
*Of recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
aNot float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
eDisregarding fractions.
*Estimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
'Composite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 48-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hEstimated from records furnished by mine management.
suitable for recrushing and rewashing as previously suggested. How-
ever, as this material constituted less than three per cent of the entire
sample, it probably would not develop in sufficient volume to warrant
separate treatment.
Since the testing of subsequent samples was less intensive than
that from Mine 1, a simplified summary of the Mine 1 results compa-
rable with those for other samples is given in Table 4.
The table presents the float-and-sink composition of each size of
the crushed sample, and gives a calculated overall float-and-sink
composition for the tested (dust-free) sizes. This composition is
represented in Fig. 5, where the float-and-sink composition of each
crushed dust-free sample is represented in a triaxial diagram, the
three components being coal (1.40 float), middlings (1.40-1.60) and
refuse (1.60 sink). Point 1 representing the Mine 1 sample is well to
the right and down in the diagram which indicates that it is com-
paratively low in coal and middlings.
The indications from Table 4 are that an efficient washing plant
should recover about 31 tons of 11/2 X %-in. nut coal, 43 tons of
% X % 6 -in. stoker coal, and 13 tons of % 6 -in. X 48-mesh fine coal,
from a daily input of 300 tons of picking-table refuse from Mine
1. Each of these products would contain less than 10 per cent ash.
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FIG. 5. FLOAT-AND-SINK COMPOSITION OF DUST-FREE CRUSHED SAMPLES
If the three washed sizes were mixed for sale as cleaned run-of-mine
coal, its average ash content would be 9.5 per cent, and the sulphur
content 4.2 per cent, on a moisture-free basis.
9. Other Mines, Central Illinois.-At Mine 2 it was impossible to
sample the entire stream of refuse, so the lump (plus 6-in.) pickings
were sampled separately from the egg and nut pickings (6 X 1%-in.).
The crushed samples were tested separately according to the flow
sheet of Fig. 2, with results as given in Table 5. This table and Fig. 5
show that the nut pickings (2B) had a higher relative content of coal
than the lump pickings (2A).
Accepting the field estimates of the daily tonnage of each size
of pickings developed at the mine, the indicated yield from the
combined pickings (plus 11 -in.) is 29 tons of nut coal, 53 tons of
stoker coal, and 11 tons of fine coal, or a total of 93 tons of market-
able coal. Ash determinations indicate that this recovered coal would
be comparable in quality with that from Mine 1, averaging 9.1 per
cent ash, and 4.1 per cent sulphur, on the moisture-free basis.
The pickings from the third Central Illinois mine (Mine 3) were
sampled and tested with the results given in Table 6. At this mine
it was necessary to sample four streams of pickings: lump, (plus
6-inch), egg, (6 X 3-in.), mixed egg and nut, (6 X 11 -in.) and
nut pickings, (3 X 1%-in.). The 6 X 1/-in. material was a mixture
of the reject from one side of the egg-coal table, and from the
adjacent side of the nut-coal table. At the time of sampling it was
estimated that the four sizes listed were developing in daily tonnages
clý 
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TABLE 5
COMPOSITION OF CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 2
Size
Designation ............ . .
A. Lump pickings (plus 6-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60 ..............
1.60-sink ..............
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) . ..............
Washing gravityt ........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)'. ..............
Ash, per cent h ...........
Sulphur, per cent h ........
B. Nut pickings (6 X 1's-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60 ..............
1.60-sink...............
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ...............
Washing gravityt ........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) .............. .
Ash, per cent h...........
Sulphur, per cent h ........
C. Combined pickings (plus
1 4 -in.)
Estimated recovery:
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) ...... .........
Size distribution, per cent..
Ash, per cent h ...........
Sulphur, per cent h ........
1( X
1 -in.
nut
48.5
16.1
9.6
74.3
100.0
73
1.40
10
10.2
3.5
50.2
28.8
12.2
59.0
100.0
75
1.4
19
10.1
4.6
29
31
10.2
4.2
% X
is-in.
stoker
39.9
30.3
12.8
56.9
100.0
60
1.60
22
9.2
4.2
39.4
43.2
14.8
42.0
100.0
59
1.6
31
9.1
3.8
53
57
9.2
4.0
Si6-in. X
65-mesh
fine
10.3
35.5
9.6
54.9
100.0
15
1.60
5
5.7
3.7
9.4
42.8
10.7
46.5
100.0
14
1.6
6
6.4
3.8
11
12
6.1
4.0
-65-mesh
dust
1.3
(a)
(a)
(a)
2
(b)
1.0
(a)
(a)
(a)
2
(b)(h)
Total
100.0
150*
37
9.0
3.9
100.0
150*
56
9.2
4.1
93
100
9.1
4.1
Dust
Freeg
31.4
10.9
57.7
100.0
35.9
13.1
51.0
100.0
*Tonnage estimated by visual inspection in the field, no data thereon being available, except
that daily total pickings averaged about 300 tons.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
aNot float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
eDisregarding fractions.
eEstimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
gComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
"Of recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
in the ratio 8:5:4:3, respectively, with a reported mean total of 300
tons, and on this basis the composition of the total reject was calcu-
lated for use in Table 6.
Figure 5 shows a progressive decrease in the quality of the pick-
ings from Mine 3, from the standpoint of coal recovery, with de-
creasing size. In fact, the nut (3 X 1 4 -in.) pickings (point 3D, Fig.
5) had the highest refuse content (74.2 per cent) of any material
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COMPOSITION OF
Size
Designation ............. ..
A. Lump pickings (plus 6-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60 ..............
1.60-sink ..............
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ...............
Washing gravityt ........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) ...............
Ash, per centh...........
Sulphur, per cent h ........
B. Egg pickings (6 X 3-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60 ..............
1.60-sink..............
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ...............
Washing gravityt ........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) ...............
Ash, per centh ...........
Sulphur, per cent h ........
C. Mixed egg and nut pick-
ings (6 X 1V-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60..............
1.60-sink..............
1½ X
4-in.
nut
100.0
56
1.40
8
11.7
3.9
47.2
19.9
9.5
70.6
100.0
35
1.40
5
11.6
4.1
50.9
17.9
6.0
76.1
100.0
TABLE 6
CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 3
, X
s6-in.
stoker
100.0
50
1.60
21
10.0
4.0
42.1
33.7
11.7
54.6
100.0
32
1.60
13
10.0
4.0
38.1
32.5
12.6
54.9
ýi6-in. X
65-mesh
fine
100.0
13
1.60
5
7.1
4.2
9.7
37.6
11.8
50.6
100.0
7
1.60
2
6.8
4.0
10.2
35.9
9.4
54.7
-65-mesh
dust
1
(b)
1.0
(a)
(a)
(a)
1
(b)
0.8
(W)
(W)
W()
Total
120*
34
9.8
4.0
100.0
75*
20
10.1
4.1
100.0
Dust
Frees
100.0
27.5
10.7
61.8
100.0
25.4
8.9
65.7
*Tonnages estimated by visual inspection in the field, no data thereon being available, except
that daily total pickings averaged about 300 tons.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
'Not float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
oDisregarding fractions.
dLess than one ton.
*Estimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
gComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
sampled in this investigation. The notable decrease in coal content
with decreasing size in the pickings from this mine is probably due
to the fact that there is less adherence between coal and impurities in
the smaller sizes, with the result that these pickings include a lower
proportion of coal than do the large pickings in which there is greater
adherence between coal and impurities.
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TABLE 6 (Concluded)
Sz 11 X , X 9i6-in. X - Ttl DustSize %-in. ýi.-in. 65-mesh -65-mesh Total Freeg
Designation ............... nut stoker fine dust
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ................ 31 23 6 (d) 60*
Washing gravityt........ 1.40 1.60 1.60
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) ................ 4 9 2 (b) 15
Ash, percent
h 
........... 11.5 9.8 7.4 .... 10.0
Sulphur, per cent h ........ 4.3 4.1 4.1 .... 4.2
D. Nut pickings (3 X 1 i-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent.. 53.9 37.2 8.1 0.8 100.0
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float.............. 12.5 25.3 29.4 (a) 18.7
1.40-1.60 .............. 5.9 8.3 9.3 (a) 7.1
1.60-sink.............. 81.6 66.4 61.3 (a) 74.2
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ............... 24 17 4 (d) 45*
Washing gravityt ........ 1.40 1.60 1.60
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) ................ 3 4 1 (b) 8
Ash, per centh........... 12.6 10.2 7.3 .... 10.8
Sulphur, per cent h ........ 4.2 4.2 4.1 .... 4.2
E. Combined pickings (plus
1Y4-in.)
Estimated recovery:
Coal (tons per day) ...... 20 47 10 (b) 77
Size distribution, per cent.. 27 60 13 .... 100
Ash, per centh ........... 11.6 10.0 7.2 .... 10.0
Sulphur, per cent h ........ 4.1 4.0 4.1 4.1
*Tonnages estimated by visual inspection in the field, no data thereon being available, except
that daily total pickings averaged about 300 tons.jAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
aNot float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
'Disregarding fractions.
dLess than one ton.
eEstimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
gComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
There is an indicated daily recovery of 77 tons of marketable coal
at Mine 3, most of it being in the stoker size (% X % 6 -in.). Its
indicated dry-basis ash and sulphur percentages are 10.0 and 4.1,
respectively.
10. Southwestern Illinois.-Mine 4 is a mechanical-loading shaft
mine operating in No. 6 coal, in Southwestern Illinois. The mine has
a daily capacity of nearly 4000 tons, roughly two per cent of which
is rejected. This reject was sampled in three lots; plus 3-in. pick-
ings, 3 X 1%-in. pickings, and dust, the latter being fine material,
with a few lumps, which leaks or falls from conveyors in the tipple.
Table 7 shows the results of float-and-sink testing of these samples,
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TABLE 7
COMPOSITION OF CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 4
Size
Designation . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A. Lump pickings (plus 3-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60 ..............
1.60-sink ..............
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ...............
Washing gravity* ........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)o...............
Ash, per centh ...........
Sulphur, per cent h ........
B. Nut pickings (3 X 1.-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60 ..............
1.60-sink ..............
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ...............
Washing gravity* ........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) ...............
Ash, per centbh ...........
Sulphur, per cent h ........
C. Dust
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60 ..............
1.60-sink ..............
Estimated recovery:
Dust produced (tons per
day) ................
Washing gravity* ........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)e...............
Ash, per cent h ...........
Sulphur, per cent h ........
D. Estimated total recovery:
Coal (tons per day) c .....
Size distribution, per cent
Ash, per cent h ..........
Sulphur, per cent h .......
1w x
1i-in.
nut
49.9
13.8
6.3
79.9
100.0
21
1.40
3
9.4
4.3
54.6
17.8
4.8
77.4
100.0
17
1.40
3
11.5
4.0
6
30
10.5
4.2
M6-in.
stoker
39.1
26.9
11.2
61.9
100.0
17
1.60
5
9.0
4.2
36.0
31.3
26.6
42.1
100.0
11
1.60
5
11.9
4.1
76.2k
78.1
7.8
14.1
100.0
2.2
1.60
1.7
8.3
4.1
12
60
10.0
4.2
ýis-in. X
65-mesh
fine
9.8
28,9
11.7
59.4
100.0
4
1.60
1
5.9
4.2
8.6
29.1
14.1
56.8
100.0
2
1.60
1
13.1
4.4
24.4
55.0
15.0
30.0
100.0
0.7
1.60
0.4
17.5
4.7
2
10
10.8
A A
-65-mesh
dust
1.2
(a)
(a)
(a)
(d)
(b)
0.8
(a)
(a)
(a)
(d)
(b)
5.4
(a)
(a)
(a)
0.1
(b)
(b)
Total
100.0
43f
9
8.8
4.2
100.0
31f
9
11.9
4.1
100.0
3f
2.1
10.1
4.2
20
100
10.2
4 9
Dust
Freeg
20.5
8.8
70.7
100.0
23.7
13.5
62.8
100.0
77.0
10.1
22.9
100.0
*Assumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
aNot float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
-Disregarding fractions.
dLess than one ton.
eEstimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
fActual weight, September 24, 1934, by courtesy of mine management.
gComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
kContained a negligible proportion of 11 X %-in. material.
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COMPOSITION OF
TABLE 8
CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 5
Size 1 X X 16-in. X - DustSize 1-in. M4s-in. 65-mesh 
-65-mesh Total Free'
Designation. .............. nut stoker fine dust
Plus l½-in. pickings
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent.. 52.3 35.5 11.3 0.9 100.0
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float.............. 31.0 46.9 49.5 (*) 38.9
1.40-1.60 .............. 10.8 12.9 10.3 (a) 11.4
1.60-sink.............. 58.2 40.2 40.2 (a) 49.7
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ................ 63 42 13 2 120*
Washing gravityt. ........ 1.40 1.60 1.60 ....
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)*............... 17 22 6 (b) 45
Size distribution, per cent.. 38 49 13 .... 100
Ash, per cent h ........... 10.7 9.9 7.2 .... 9.8
Sulphur, per cent........ 3.9 3.8 3.7 .... 3.8
*Tonnage estimated by visual inspection in the field, no data thereon being available.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
aNot float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
eDisregarding fractions.
eEstimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
'Composite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.bOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
TABLE 9
COMPOSITION OF CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 6
.3 X 1 •il % X is-in. X DustSize 1-in %-in. s -in. 65-mesh -65-mesh Total Free«
Designation.................. nut stoker fine dust
Plus 1-in. pickings
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent.... 6.2 40.2 39.6 12.9 1.0 100.0
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float................ 11.0 34.6 43.0 56.7 (') 39.4
1.40-1.60................. 5.4 9.8 10.0 6.1 (a) 9.1
1.60-sink................. 83.6 55.6 47.0 37.2 (a) 51.5
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ................... 12 72 71 23 2 180*
Washing gravityt........... 1.40 1.40 1.60 1.60 ....
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)'.................. 1 22 33 13 (b) 69
Size distribution, per cent.... 1 32 48 19 .... 100
Ash, percent h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 8.8 12.2 5.3 .... 9.6
Sulphur, per cent h . . . . . . . .  () 3.2 3.2 3.1 .... 3.2
*Tonnage estimated by visual inspection in the field, no data thereon being available.
fAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
aNot float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
-Disregarding fractions.
eEstimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
gComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
iNot determined.
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TABLE 10
COMPOSITION OF CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 7
Size
Designation..................
Plus 1-in. pickings
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent....
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float................
1.40-1.60.................
1.60-sink .................
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ........ .........
Washing gravity ...........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) ..................
Size distribution, per cent . . .
Ash, per cent h ..............
Sulphur, per cent
h
..........
3 X
1A-in.
4.7
12.9
15.4
71.7
100.0
5
1.40
(b)
1I'X
• 4-in.
nut
44.5
19.2
13.8
67.0
100.0
45
1.40
7
27
10.8
1.8
YX
i6 -in.
stoker
36.6
26.9
14.3
58.8
100.0
36
1.60
13
50
8.7
1.9
Me-in. X
65-mesh
fine
13.1
39.5
13.3
47.2
100.0
13
1.60
6
23
8.0
2.9
-65-mesh
dust
1.1
(,)
(a)
(a)
1
(b)
Total
100.0
100*
26
100
8.3
2.1
Dust
Freeg
24.4
14.0
61.6
100.0
*Tonnage estimated by visual inspection in the field, no data thereon being available.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
"Not float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
-Disregarding fractions.
*Estimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
sComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
and combines the three rejected products in the proportions of their
actual tonnages for one day.
There is an indicated daily recovery of 20 tons of marketable
coal, having ash and sulphur contents of 10.2 per cent and 4.2 per
cent, respectively. Sixty per cent of the recovered coal would be in
the stoker size (% X %•-in.). In Fig. 5 the points (4A and 4B) rep-
resenting the lump and ,nut pickings, respectively, are well to the
right as a result of a high content of refuse in each, whereas the point
(4C) representing the dust is far to the left, inasmuch as it is more
than three-fourths coal.
Mine 5 also operates in the No. 6 seam in Southwestern Illinois,
loading all of its output mechanically. Only one sample was taken
here, as the stream of combined pickings could be sampled just before
it was discharged into the waste car. The results of the test are shown
in Table 8, which indicates that over half of the crushed sample was
in the largest size (1% X %-in.) and nearly one-third (31.0 per
cent) of that was coal (1.40-float). The intermediate-size material
(% X % 6 -in.) constituted more than one-third of the sample, and
was nearly one-half 1.40-float, as were the fines. The result is that the
I
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TABLE 11
COMPOSITION OF CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 8
Size iX % X H4-in. X - Dust
Size 14-in. Mi-jn. 65-mesh 
-65-mesh Total Frees
Designation............... nut stoker fine dust
Plus 3-in. pickings
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent.. 50.4 42.7 5.7 1.2 100.0
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float.............. 32.8 48.0 55.9 (a) 4.
1.40-1.60.............. 14.7 11.2 8.4 (.) 12.9
1.60-sink .............. 52.5 40.8 35.7 (a) .0.5
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ............... 31 25 3 1 60*
Washing gravityt ........ 1.40 1.60 1.60
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)*............... 9 13 2 (b) 24
Size distribution, per cent.. 28 54 18 .... 100
Ash, per cent h . . . . . . . . . . . 9.0 7.8 4.9 .... 7.7
Sulphur, per cent h . . . . . . . .  1.2 1.2 1.0 1.2
*Tonnage estimated by visual inspection in the field, no data thereon being available.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
*Not float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
eDisregarding fractions.
*Estimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
&Composite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
sample averaged 38.9 per cent 1.40-float as shown in Fig. 5. It was
fairly high (11.4 per cent) in middlings content.
Nearly 120 tons of pickings originate daily at Mine 5, from which
45 tons of coal could be recovered, about one-half of which is in the
stoker (/ X %6-in.) size. The composite ash analysis for the re-
covered coal is 9.8 per cent and sulphur analysis 3.8 per cent.
11. Southern Illinois.-Mine 6 is a strip mine with a daily capacity
of 4500 tons, about four per cent of which is rejected as table pickings.
The mine operates in the No. 6 seam in Southern Illinois. Table 9
gives the test results for the sample of composite pickings. The
crushed sample was tested in four sizes, the large nut size (about
3 X 1%-in.) being only 11.0 per cent coal (1.40-float). It was
composed principally of flat pieces of shale, and was so high in impuri-
ties that it would probably be more economical to reject it from the
crushings, in treating the refuse from this mine, than to wash it,
particularly inasmuch as it constituted only 6.2 per cent of the crushed
sample. Table 9 indicates that about 69 tons of coal should be re-
coverable daily from the hand pickings at this mine, with 9.6 per cent
ash and 3.2 per cent sulphur. Most of the recovered coal would be in
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the nut (1½ X %-in.) and stoker (% X %6-in.) sizes. Figure 5 shows
the dust-free material to have been normal in composition (point 6).
The results of testing the sample of pickings from Mine 7 are
given in Table 10. While the mean content of 1.40-float was low
(24.4 per cent) in this sample, the proportion of middlings (1.40-1.60)
was high, averaging 14.0 per cent. The mine is a mechanical-loading
shaft mine in No. 6 coal, in Southern Illinois. Its capacity is 4700
tons daily, about 100 tons of which are rejected as pickings. As a
result of their poor quality from the standpoint of coal content it is
estimated that only 26 tons of coal could be recovered from the daily
pickings at this mine. Its composite analysis would be 8.3 per cent
ash and 2.1 per cent sulphur. Half of it would be in the stoker size
(% X % 6 -in.).
Mine 8 is also a mechanical-loading shaft mine in Southern Illinois,
having a daily capacity of 6600 tons. It is in the No. 6 seam. Only
the plus 3-inch coal is hand-picked, with the result that a compara-
tively small tonnage of pickings is developed. This output is estimated
at 60 tons per day and the nature of the sample is indicated by Table
11 and Fig. 5, where point 8 is well to the left, and comparatively
high. This sample of pickings was unusually high in coal, less than
half the sample sinking at 1.60 specific gravity. However, the actual
amount of coal recoverable, estimated at 24 tons per day, is small,
due to the limited amount of pickings produced. The recovered coal
would be unusually clean for material of this kind, as the composite
analysis should average only 7.7 per cent ash and 1.2 per cent sulphur,
on the moisture-free basis.
Mine 9 differed in .two major respects from the foregoing mines
in that it is a hand-loading shaft mine in No. 5 coal, rather than a
mechanical-loading mine in No. 6 coal. It is in southern Illinois.
Since the most obvious waste material is gobbed underground by the
.loaders, the mine develops a comparatively small tonnage of reject
from its picking tables. This is estimated at 25 tons per day, from
which about ten tons of coal should be recoverable daily.
This sample was tested in four sizes at three specific gravities
with the analytical results shown in Table 12. As in the case of the
refuse from Mines 6 and 7, the 3 X 1%-in. material carried such a
low percentage of coal as to render its treatment economically doubt-
ful. Since less than a ton of coal per day could be recovered from it,
it should be discarded or combined with the 1% X %-in. material
for treatment. The washability curves for the remaining sizes of this
crushed sample are shown in Fig. 6.
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On the basis of the ±0.10-specific gravity-distribution curves the
following schedule may be set up:
PICKING-TABLE REJECT, MINE 9
Analysis of Coal Analysis of Coal
Moisture-free Moisture-free
Size Washing Easy Washing Diffi-
at Sp.Gr. of cult at Sp.Gr. of
Ash, Sulphur, Ash, Sulphur,
per cent per cent per cent per cent
1Y X %-in..... 1.63 or higher 14.5 3.4 1.53 or lower 12.8 3.0
/ X Ms-in....... 1.60 or higher 11.1 3.3 1.49 or lower 9.8 3.0
Ms-in. X 65-mesh... 1.54 or higher 9.5 3.0 1.43 or lower 7.6 2.5
It is clear that a ten-per-cent-ash coal could not readily be pro-
duced from the two larger sizes, although they could be re-washed at
1.40 sp.gr., where each should yield coal with less than 10 per cent
ash, as indicated in Fig. 6. The resultant middling product (1.40-1.60
sp.gr.) could be crushed and re-washed for additional recovery.
Table 13 shows that about ten tons of coal could be recovered
daily from the picking-table reject at this mine, with half of the
recovered coal in the stoker size, which would have an indicated ash
content of 7.7 per cent, and a sulphur content of 2.5 per cent.
Differential picking is practiced at this mine, the picked middlings
being sent to the boiler room for fuel. This material was sampled
to indicate what may be accomplished by differential picking, with the
results indicated in the second section of Table 13. Over 80 per cent
of this material was coal (point 9B, Fig. 5) with the result that about
18 tons of marketable coal could be recovered from the estimated
total of 25 tons of hand-picked middlings which are sent to the boiler
room each day. Most of this would be in the stoker size (% X %e-
in.), with an ash content of 6.7 per cent, and a sulphur content of 2.0
per cent, moisture-free basis.
Mine 10 is a second mine in the No. 5 seam in Southern Illinois,
but all of its output is loaded mechanically. Differential picking is also
practiced here, the picked middlings going to a Bradford breaker
with two-inch round holes, from which the oversize is returned to
the tipple. The undersize is used as boiler fuel after the minus %-in.
material is screened out of it. These screenings are discarded. As
shown by the lower section of Table 14 they are more than three-
fourths coal (point 10B, Fig. 5), and might warrantably be added to
the shipped screenings. About four tons of this material are developed
daily. If washed, they should yield nearly three tons of marketable
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TABLE 13
COMPOSITION OF CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 9
Size
Designation ..................
A. Plus 1-in, pickings
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent....
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float ................
1.40-1.60.................
1.60-sink.................
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ..................
Washing gravityt...........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)e..................
Size distribution, per cent....
Ash, per cent h ..............
Sulphur, per centh..........
B. Plus 14-in. middlings
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent....
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float ................
1.40-1.60.................
1.60-sink.................
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day)s ...... .. .........
Washing gravityt...........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)e.................
Size distribution, per cent....
Ash, per cent h . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sulphur, per cent h . . . . . . . . . .
3 X
1½-in.
9.2
8.7
7.9
83.4
100.0
2
1.40
(b)
1% x
%-in.
nut
39.3
38.9
18.1
43.0
100.0
10
1.40
3
30
8.5
2.5
37.2
76.9
10.3
12.8
100.0
10
1.40
6
33
7.4
2.2
% X
~%6-in.
stoker
36.1
57.7
14.2
28.1
100.0
9
1.60
5
50
7.7
2.5
47.3
85.4
7.0
7.6
100.0
12
1.60
10
56
6.6
3.0
M•-in. X
65-mesh
fine
13.9
63.7
11.1
25.2
100.0
3
1.60
2
20
7.8
3.5
13.5
77.5
7.1
15.4
100.0
3
1.60
2
11
5.0
1.6
-65-mesh
dust
1.5
(a)
(a)
(a)
(d)
(b)
2.0
(a)
(a)
(a)
(d)
(b)
*Tonnage estimated by visual inspection in the field, no data thereon being available.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
*Not float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.'
eDisregarding fractions.
dLess than one ton.
*Estimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
gComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
coal per day. This coal would be about equally divided between the
stoker (% X %6-in.) and the fine (% 6 -in. X 65-mesh) sizes. How-
ever, while the stoker coal would have satisfactory ash and sulphur
percentages of 6.6 and 2.4 respectively, the fine coal would be too
high in ash (17.1 per cent) to be of much value.
Pickings are rejected from the mine at a rate of about 40 tons
daily. The composition of their sample is represented in the upper
section of Table 14, nearly one-half of the material being recoverable
as coal. One-half of this would be in the stoker (% X %e-in.) size.
Point 10A is well to the left in Fig. 5, as a result of the large propor-
Total
100.0
25*
10
100
7.9
2.7
100.0
25*
18
100
6.7
2.0
Dust
Freeg
46.5
14.7
38.8
100.0
81.0
8.3
10.7
100.0
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TABLE 14
COMPOSITION OF DISCARD, MINE 10
Size
Designation ...............
A. Composition of reject
(plus 1I8-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60..............
1.60-sink ..............
Estimated recovery:
Pickings discarded (tons
per day) .............
Washing gravityt ........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) '...............
Size distribution, per cent..
Ash, per cent b . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sulphur, per cent h ........
B. Discard from Bradford
breaker (minus )8-in.)
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent..
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float..............
1.40-1.60 ..............
1.60-sink ..............
Estimated recovery:
Pickings discarded (tons
per day)c.:....... ....
Washing gravityt ........
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) ...............
Ash, per cent h . . . . . . . . . . .
Sulphur, per cent h ........
18 x
%4 -in.
nut
53.5
43.7
7.5
48.8
100.0
22
1.40
8
44
5.1
2.3
V6-in.
stoker
40.1
58.5
8.8
32.7
100.0
16
1.60
9
50
6.7
2.3
45.2
84.0
5.4
10.6
100.0
1.8
1.60
1.4
6.6
2.4
1i6-in. X
65-mesh
fine
5.4
63.2
7.8
29.0
100.0
2
1.60
1
6
5.0
2.1
49.8
73.6
8.1
18.3
100.0
2.0
1.60
1.4
17.1
1.9
-65-mesh
1.0
(a)
(a)
(a)
(d)
(b)
5.0
(a)
(a)
(a)
0.2
(b)
Total
100.0
40*
18
100
5.9
2.3
100.0
4.0
2.8
11.7
2.2
Dust
Freeg
50.8
8.0
41.2
100.0
78.6
6.8
14.6
100.0
*Tonnage estimated by visual inspection in the field, no data thereon being available.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
aNot float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
cDisregarding fractions.
dLess than one ton.
eEstimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
gComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.bOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
tion of coal in this reject. As a composite, the recovered coal would
average about 5.9 per cent in ash and 2.3 per cent in sulphur.
12. Eastern Illinois.-The pickings from one mechanical-loading
shaft mine (Mine 11) in Eastern Illinois were sampled, with the
results shown in Table 15.
This sample was low in coal content, but high in middlings as
illustrated by the high position of point 11 in Fig. 5. The nut (11 X
%-in.) size from the crushed sample contained but 12.6 per cent of
1.40-float material, with 28.3 per cent of middlings (1.40-1.60) which
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TABLE 15
COMPOSITION OF CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 11
.1 X »i X 46-in. X Dust
Size %-in. i-in. 65-mesh -65-mesh Total Frees
Designation. .............. nut stoker fine dust
Plus lY4-in. pickings
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent.. 49.2 39.1 10.5 1.2 100.0
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float.............. 12.6 42.7 45.2 (*) 27.9
1.40-1.60 .............. 28.3 12.8 16.1 W() 20.8
1.60-sink .............. 59.1 44.5 38.7 (*) 50.3
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ................ 49 39 11 1 100*
Washing gravityt. ........ 1.40 1.60 1.60 ....
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)*............... 5 19 6 (b) 30
Size distribution, per cent.. 17 63 20 .... 100
Ash, per centh........... 13.0 10.3 5.3 .... 9.0
Sulphur, per centh ........ 1.8 1.6 1.6 .... 1.6
*Tonnage estimated by mine management.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
*Not float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
'Disregarding fractions.
*Estimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
gComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
COMPOSITION OF
TABLE 16
CRUSHED PICKINGS, MINE 12
.1½ X %- X l16-in. X - Dust
Size 1-in. X -in. 65-mesh -65-mesh Total FreeD
Designation. .............. nut stoker fine dust
Plus 1M-in. pickings
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent.. 45.5 40.8 12.3 1.4 100.0
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float.............. 20.3 43.4 43.1 (') 32.6
1.40-1.60 .............. 6.2 10.6 11.7 (>) 8.7
1.60-sink .............. 73.5 46.0 45.2 ()> 58.7
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Estimated recovery:
Pickings produced (tons per
day) ................ 27 25 7 1 60*
Washing gravityt........ 1.40 1.60 1.60 ....
Coal recoverable (tons per
day)*... ........... 5 12 3 (b) 20
Size distribution, per cent.. 25 60 15 .... 100
Ash, per centhl. .......... 9.0 8.8 6.6 .... 8.5
Sulphur, per cent h ........ 3.7 4.0 3.8 3.9
*Tonnage estimated by mine management.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
*Not float-and-sink tested.
bAssumed to be of no value.
'Disregarding fractions.
*Estimating washery recovery at 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
WComposite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
hOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
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TABLE 17
COMPOSITION OF REJECT FROM JIG WASHERY
Size A X N X is-in. X < - Tt DustSize in -in. 65-mesh -65-mesh Total Free
Designation. .............. nut stoker fine dust
Test results:
Size distribution, per cent.. 15.5 27.9 51.5 5.1 100.0
Composition, per cent:
1.40-float.............. 23.4 60.3 64.7 (W) 56.7
1.40-1.60 .............. 4.7 7.3 13.7 (W) 10.3
1.60-sink .............. 71.9 32.4 21.6 (a) 33.0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Estimated recovery:
Screenings treated (tons per
day)'............... 34 62 113 11 220*
Washinggravityt........ 1.40 1.60 1.60 ....
Coal recoverable (tons per
day) ............... 7 38 80 (b) 125
Size distribution, per cent.. 6 30 64 .... 100
Ash, per cent h ........... 9.9 8.2 5.4 .... 6.6
Sulphur, per cent h ........ 4.3 4.1 4.1 .... 4.1
*Tonnage from estimate reported by mine management.
tAssumed the same as for sample from Mine 1.
'Not float-and-sink tested.
bRegarded as of no value.
eDisregarding fractions.
*Estimating washery recovery as 90 per cent of that indicated by float-and-sink tests.
'Composite float-and-sink analysis of dust-free (plus 65-mesh) crushed pickings; see also Fig. 5.
bOf recovered coal; moisture-free basis.
might develop in sufficient amount to warrant crushing and re-washing
them. The smaller sizes were also rather low in percentage of recover-
able coal, with the result that, out of a daily production of 100 tons of
pickings, it is estimated that only 30 tons could be recovered as
marketable coal. Nearly two-thirds of this would be in the stoker
size, with indicated ash and sulphur analyses of 10.3 and 1.6, respec-
tively, moisture-free basis. The mine produces about 3000 tons of
coal daily.
One of the more pyritic samples of pickings was taken at an east-
ern Illinois stripping mine, Mine 12. The composition of the sample
is indicated in Table 16. As shown by Fig. 5, it was more nearly like
the samples from the mines in Central and Southwestern Illinois than
the sample from the other Eastern Illinois mine (Mine 11). While
it had a little higher content of 1.40-float than the Mine 11 sample,
it had a much lower content of middlings.
Less than one-fifth of the nut (11 X 3 -in.) size would be recover-
able as coal, whereas fully two-fifths of the two finer sizes would be so
recoverable. As the mine has a capacity of only 600 tons of coal per
day, the amount of pickings produced is small, being estimated at 60
tons daily, which should yield 20 tons of marketable coal, distributed
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among the three sizes as indicated in Table 16. The recovered coal
would have ash and sulphur analyses of 8.5 per cent and 3.9 per cent,
respectively.
13. Reject from Old Washery.-A sample was taken of the refuse
from an old jigging plant which was washing screenings from a
mechanical-loading shaft mine in the No. 6 seam in Southwestern
Illinois. Its float-and-sink composition is represented by point W in
Fig. 5. It is detailed in Table 17, which shows each size to contain a
substantial percentage of 1.40-float material, the composite dust-free
sample being 56.7 per cent 1.40-float. Table 17 indicates that 125 tons
of coal should be recoverable daily from the refuse of this washery.
Nearly two-thirds of the recovered coal would be in the fine (/ 6 -in. X
65-mesh) size, with an indicated ash content of only 5.4 per cent, but
with 4.1 per cent sulphur.
14. Observations at Modern Washeries.-At modern mechanical
cleaning plants it is standard practice to crush the hand pickings from
the coarse-coal picking tables to 2-inches or smaller. These crushed
pickings are then added to the main feed of the cleaning plant to
recover the coal freed by crushing. Similarly, middlings from pri-
mary cleaning units are crushed to free attached coal and these
crushings are added to the feed of secondary cleaning units or they are
returned to the main feed.
In one or two cases, mines without other mechanical cleaning
facilities have installed cleaning units to recover the coal from
crushed pickings.
Two plants are recovering pyrite from pickings in addition to the
recovery of coal. This practice involves crushing the pickings in a
rotary breaker with round holes 2 inches in diameter, or smaller,
through which the broken coal and soft refuse passes. The hard
pyrite is not broken, and is recovered as an over-size product at the
end of the rotary breaker. At one of these plants, refuse from coal
jigs is further treated in separate jigs to recover its pyrite.
The disposal of the minus 48-mesh dust which is produced at some
dry preparation plants in the preparation of special stoker coal has
presented a problem. Much of it is wasted, but at some mines it is
worked back into screenings. Some of it is finding a market as dust.
In wet plants, a corresponding loss of fine sizes is found in the
sludge from the washing plant. Much coal is lost in this form, as no
attempt so far has been made in Illinois to recover coal from washery
sludge. At some wet plants coal losses are not confined to the minus
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48-mesh material, as the sludge frequently contains a considerable
amount of material as coarse as 10 mesh. The amount of minus
48-mesh material in minus %6 -in. screenings may be as high as 15
per cent. It would seem that a serious effort should be made to
recover the good coal in the sludge from those plants which have a
high loss of this material, since the resulting annual financial loss
based only on mining costs may easily amount to a large sum. For
example, at a 5000-ton-per-day cleaning plant, the amount of dust or
sludge may easily reach 100 tons daily. For a year's operation of 200
days, and an estimated mining cost of $1.25 per ton, this equals
$25 000 annually. Any reduction in this loss would manifestly be a
direct financial gain.
15. Observations on Underground Waste.-No samples of the
waste which develops and remains underground were taken, but a
visual inspection of it was made at some of the mines visited. In
hand-loading mines a considerable tonnage of lump material is usually
thrown aside due to a content of visible impurity, although it is known
to contain much recoverable coal.
This proved to be the case in most mechanical-loading mines as
well, although usually to a lesser extent. Where the blue-band is
removed from the No. 6 coal by undercutting and snubbing, as is
done in some mechanical-loading mines, large tonnages of the adher-
ing bottom coal are stowed in the mine. Where an attempt to recover
the coal from table pickings is to be made, provision should also be
made for the treatment of the coal-bearing waste which now remains
underground.
16. Economics of Recovery of Coal from Waste.-On the assump-
tion that a modern cleaning plant would recover 90 per cent of the
coal in each sample as indicated by the float-and-sink tests, Table 18
has been prepared to summarize the tonnage of these products to be
expected from the sampled materials.
Actually the feed to and output from a reclamation plant could
be augmented from two sources, (a) wastes which are now stowed
underground, and (b) first lump pickings which are now rehandled
so as to salvage from them the most readily recoverable coal. With a
mechanical plant in operation there would be no need for attempting
the reclamation of this material by hand, and the first pickings would
go directly to the reclamation plant.
On the average, about four per cent of the output at each mine
represented in Table 18 is being rejected in the form of pickings, and
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nearly one-third of this reject is recoverable as marketable coal. If
this may be regarded as being representative of conditions throughout
the coal-producing districts of Illinois, it is evident that nearly two
million tons of such refuse is being wasted annually in this state, and
that this waste includes several hundred thousand tons of recoverable
coal. Although coal is treated in this report as the only recoverable
product, possibilities exist in some instances of the profitable recovery
of pyrite from the 1.60-sink material in connection with and in addi-
tion to the indicated recovery of coal. Such recovery would augment
the net income indicated in Table 18.
It should be possible to crush and clean the refuse mechanically at
not to exceed 30 cents per ton of feed including all costs, direct and
indirect. On this basis the estimates of Table 18 show daily net pro-
ceeds ranging from $7 to $59, or from 8 to 50 cents per ton of pick-
ings or reject treated in the cleaning plant. In only two cases are the
net returns estimated at less than $10 per day, which indicates that
the matter of cleaning picking-table rejects mechanically should be
given careful consideration at every mine where such rejects are
developed in appreciable tonnage.
Each of the mines represented in Table 18 is located in a major
producing area where a central plant for the reclamation of refuse
might be made to operate profitably. It is encouraging to note that
some pickings are now being reclaimed in this way in at least two
districts in this state.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
17. Summary and Conclusions.-This investigation is being carried
out to survey the possibilities of recovering coal, pyrite, or other
valuable products from the waste which is produced in mining coal in
Illinois. This report deals primarily with the possible recovery of
coal from such waste.
There has been substantial increase in the relative amount of
waste material with the increases in mechanical loading and in strip
mining. It is estimated that nearly two million tons of waste are
being discarded at Illinois mines each year, and that several hundred
thousand tons of this are recoverable coal.
To test the feasibility of recovering coal and other products from
this material, large samples of the picking-table refuse were taken at
twelve mines in the state. Each sample was crushed, sized, and
float-and-sink tested in the laboratory with results which indicate
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that, in general, about one-third of such material could be profitably
recovered as marketable coal. If this picking-table reject were aug-
mented by the coal-bearing material which is now gobbed under-
ground, and that which is now salvaged by hand from first pickings,
the total feed available to waste-recovery plants would be well over
two million tons in a year of normal production. Recovering only one-
third of this, or say 700 000 tons, as marketable coal would add, at
$1.50 per ton, well over $1 000 000 annually to the gross income of
the Illinois coal industry.
There are additional possibilities of profit in extracting pyrite for
the manufacture of sulphuric acid. Such recoveries are being made
at at least two plants in the state at present.
Even where preparation has been entirely mechanized in modern
cleaning plants, whether wet or dry, waste persists in the form of
large losses of fine coal. The technique and economics of recovering
this material so as to make modern coal cleaning a wholly conserva-
tive process, await further investigation.
Only by the complete recovery and utilization of the large tonnage
of coal which is now being wasted underground, as picking-table
reject, and as cleaning plant residue, can the Illinois coal industry
gain a full financial return from its enormous investment in mine
plants and annual operating expenditures.
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